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ABSTRACT:   

 
In modern world, Speech Enabled Interactive Voice Response (SEIVR) Systems are slowly 
replacing the existing IVRs but the recognition accuracy is not up to the mark, the reason is 
public telephone systems transmit speech across a limited frequency range, about 300–3400 
Hz, called narrowband (NB) which results in a significant reduction of quality and 
intelligibility of speech. Also, a comparative analysis has been done for various NB and WB 
speech codecs as to how a phoneme is recognized. This analysis helped us to find out the root 
cause for degradation in performances of SEIVR systems. Main objective of ABWE with side 
information is to extract WB spectral components from WB input speech and to embed these 
derived spectral components into coded NB speech signal and finally transmit them onto a 
NB channel. Reverse procedure can be carried out at receiver to artificially produce WB 
speech. Here, it is to be noted that transmission channel is NB whereas end terminals are 
made WB compatible so this method provides alternative solution to coexisting state of the art 
WB coders (which require WB channels) while offering comparable speech quality and 
giving natural sounding in terms of intelligibility and naturalness. In the light of the 
experimental results achieved, it can be concluded that the implementation of artificial 
bandwidth technique (ABWE) will drastically improve the recognition accuracy, which 
further results in enormous improvement in the performance of SEIVR systems.  
 

Keywords: SEIVR, ABWE, NB Speech codec, WB Speech Codec, Wideband Spectral components 

 

[1] INTRODUCTION  

 Existing Interactive voice response systems perform seemingly well, but, due to their 

reliance on the touch-tone keypad selection method, they are less user-friendly for the people 
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who do not have awareness about the touch-tone devices. Also, it takes a lot of user time to 

arrive at the desired service due to its menu driven system thereby causing frustration and 

impatience during emergency situations. Hence, people are adapting and moving towards a 

new blend of speech enabled IVR systems. However, the present SEIVR system’s success 

rate is not so encouraging due to various reasons, one of which is the degradation in accuracy 

of speech recognition due to its client-server approach.  

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure: 1. Spectrogram [1] 

In digital telecommunication systems the approach always remains to transmit speech 

efficiently. There are many reasons of speech quality degradation like acoustical background 

noise, Band limited speech signal to the telephone frequency band of 0.3 to 3.4 kHz, 

Quantization noise due to source encoding, and Residual bit errors after channel decoding. 

Many noise reduction and error concealment techniques can improve the speech quality still 

it may sound unnatural. Especially fricatives such as /s/, /z/, and partly /f/, /S/, /Z/ are difficult 

to estimate having only a narrowband speech signal. Considerable portion of their energy is 

located in higher frequency components, while the low-frequency characteristic can easily be 

confused among these sounds. Human speech contains considerably more frequency 

components than it is being utilized in NB speech coding.  Reason behind this can be 

considered as the limitation in storage, coding complexity, delay and bandwidth provided by 

NB telephone systems. Most of current speech transmission systems like PSTN and GSM 

have bandwidth limit from 0.3 kHz to 3.4 kHz. Because most of these systems use the pulse 

code modulation (PCM), according to Nyquist rate it limits the signal sampling frequency to 

8 kHz limiting signal bandwidth to 3.4 kHz only. The major degradation of narrowband (NB) 

speech, compared with wideband (WB) speech (50 - 7 kHz), is the loss of information in 50-

300Hz and 3400-7000Hz which causes a muffled effect and degraded speech quality and 

intelligibility. 

Implementing wideband system gives higher signal quality but sudden replacement of entire 

NB coding and transmission systems is not practical because of tremendous infrastructure 

expenses incurred to operators. Hence providing wideband quality signal without much 

modification of already existing network infrastructure can be possible only with ABWE 

method. Different approaches for the estimation of the missing spectral components are made 

and promising results have been obtained by many of them are listed below [1]. 
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Figure: 2. Different methods of Generating Wideband speech Quality 

 

The next few sections of this paper will discuss in detail about the proposed model, the 

assumptions made and also showcase the experimental results with CI and CD models, under 

the effect of both NB and WB speech codec. Section – II throws light on the technologies and 

tools used to carry out the investigation. Section – III demonstrate the design of the proposed 

model and will discuss the detailed implementation and analysis of the model with proper 

assumptions. Section – IV, illustrate the results achieved with the experimental setup and the 

comparative analysis of the existing system with the proposed model. This Analysis strongly 

supports ABWE technique is the best alternate solution to achieve wideband speech quality 

with existing NB speech codecs.  Finally the last section exhibits the summarization of our 

work. 

 

[2] THE TECHNOLOGIES AND TOOLS USED TO CARRY OUT THE 

INVESTIGATION 

The following are the open source tools / technologies used to carry out our 

investigation: 

 TMIT speech database. 

 CMU’s SPHINX-3 Automatic Speech Recognitions tool kit.  

 .exe files of NB and WB speech codecs are created with source codes from standard 

organization like ITU-T, ETSI, and 3GPP. 

 Client –Server Model with socket Programming. 

[3] DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSED MODEL 
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Figure: 3. SEIVR with Artificial Bandwidth Extension 

In the proposed speech ABWE method, the original WB speech (0–7 kHz), with a sampling 

rate of 16 kHz, is band-spitted using a low pass filter (LPF) and a high pass filter (HPF) 

respectively. The LPF output (0–3.4 kHz) is then decimated to provide the NB Signal. The HPF 

output (3.4–7 kHz) is shifted to the NB frequency range, and also decimated to provide the 

extended band signal. Thus, the sampling rate of XNB and XEB is 8 kHz. Then XNB signal is 

encoded by the GSM EFR encoder. The HF parameters are estimated by applying proposed 

data hiding algorithm on the XEB signal. 

The bit stream of HF parameters are transmitted to the receiver through a narrowband 

communication network. At the receiving terminal, narrowband speech is decoded with GSM 

EFR decoder, while the HF parameters are extracted from the received bit stream, and then the 

HF speech is recovered with HF parameters. After recovering both LF and HF speech 

components, their sampling frequency is doubled, and the wideband speech is finally 

synthesized through filters. 

In this section, we discuss in detail about the proposed model and the assumptions made. 

Deploying Speech Enabled IVR consists of three modules. 

1.  ASR module: Performs Speech recognition task  

2. Speech codec module: This module plays a vital role at client - server end.  

3. TTS module: Performs speech synthesis 

Module I: ASR by using Sphinx-3/Pocket sphinx [2] 

Input speech signal is an acoustic signal. The system does not work directly with the acoustic 

signal. These signals are first transformed into a sequence of feature vectors, which are known 

as MFCC feature vectors and these are used in the place of actual acoustic signals. Feature 

extraction means extracting vocal tract parameters. If we consider vocal tract as resonant tube, 

then this tube’s length and cross-sectional areas are known as vocal tract parameters, but we 

cannot analyse this length and cross-sectional areas, hence resonant frequencies (formants) 

produced from resonant tube’s different length and cross-sectional areas are considered for 

analysis. In feature extraction, a set of feature vectors is generated from these formants. In 

another word, we can say formant frequencies are feature vectors which represent the speech 
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sound. The speech signal is the most variable signal, system cannot handle this variability. 

Feature extraction is useful to reduce this variability and help in matching. Hence formant 

frequencies are distributed and modelled as probability density functions (pdf).   

In the training session, we have to build an acoustic model (AM) and language model (LM). 

Subsequently, these models are used in decoding stage. The output of AM is Phoneme 

sequence and called as phone model, the reason is, we are modelling the basic sound unit which 

is known as a phone in spoken language. LM helps in recognizing a meaningful word or 

sentence from the combination of either phones or words respectively.  

To generate these models, we need a most efficient speech recognition engine. There are 

mainly two open sources ASR toolkits, which are widely used today for building an ASR 

engine for both commercial and research purposes, namely 

1. HTK  

2. Sphinx  

Sphinx-3 ASR toolkit is chosen for this experiment, because it is one of the best and most 

versatile recognition systems in the world today. Also, the source code and binary from CMU 

Sphinx is free for commercial and non-commercial uses with or without modifications.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 4. Components of CMU’s Sphinx [2] 

 

Components of CMU’s Sphinx are [3] 

1. Sphinx base : Contains Library tools  

2. Sphinx train : Contains Trainer tools 

3. Cmuclmtk   : Used to create language model 

4. Sphinx-3     : Used as decoder 

5. Pocket sphinx: Used as decoder 

Sphinx-3 is a HMM-GMM based speech recognition engine which uses tri-phone HMMs, with 

state-sharing information obtained using decision trees. To justify that Sphinx-3 is based on 

both HMM and GMM, let us first try to understand HMM and GMM individually. In general, 

we cannot tell the state sequence by looking at the observed data i.e. we can see the 

observations (Feature Vectors set) but we cannot predict which observation belongs to which 

state sequence because the sequences are hidden. Hence we are calling it as Hidden Markov 

Model (HMM). Due to this reason, each phoneme is modelled as a tri-phone HMM. In tri-

phone–HMM, each phoneme is represented as a state and each state is modelled as a 

probability density function (PDF). These PDFs define which observations are produced with 
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what probability. Now, due to different source of variability in speech signal there is a 

considerable overlap between phonemes. To capture these variations probabilistic models need 

to be used, one such model is multi variant Gaussian distribution. In this case, we are using 

Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). Hence, we can say that Sphinx-3 is a HMM-GMM based 

speech recognition engine.  

For implementing this GMM-HMM based Sphinx-3 engine, it is important to understand the 

design of this engine as well. The following paragraphs discuss a step-by-step procedure of how 

the Design of the speech recognition can be carried out. 

1. Selection of speech database 

2. Design the vocabulary 

3. Design the grammar 

4. Creation of Acoustic model 

5. Speech recognition decoding 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 5. Automatic Speech Recognition System [4] 

 

1. Selection of speech database [4,5] 

To carry out training and testing, TIMIT speech database is used in the experiments. TIMIT 

continuous speech corpus is the most popular speech corpus available for ASR evaluation with 

Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC).Corpus design was a joint effort among the Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology (MIT), SRI International (SRI) and Texas Instruments, Inc. (TI). The 

TIMIT corpus includes phonetic and word transcriptions as well as a 16-bit, 16-kHz speech 

waveform files for each utterance. TIMIT database contains a total of 6300 files, which 

includes 

 4620- Speech files for Training purpose (wav format)  

 1680- Speech files for testing purpose (wav format)  

 6299 different words in Dictionary 
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 76- Phones 

 5 filler phones 

To design the ASR system following files are required from TIMIT database 

1. Dictionary   

2. Filler Dictionary  

3. Train file ids  

4. Test files ids  

5. Train transcripts  

6. Test transcripts  

7. Phoneme list  

8. Language model 

9. Speech files(wav) for Training 

10. Speech files(wav) for Testing 

With these files we can design AM and Language model. 

2. Design the vocabulary [4] 

The SPHINX Trainer looks into a dictionary that maps every word to a sequence of sound units, 

to derive the sequence of sound units associated with each signal.  

There can be two different dictionaries 

 Language dictionary 

 Filler dictionary 

Dictionary can be created as follows: 

Create the phoneme set for all the selected or interested words to form a dictionary. 

 complete       k ax m p l iy1 t  

 aircraft       ae1 r k r ae2 f t  

To get the proper pronunciations, we can look into any dictionary to decide the phoneme- set to 

be used for different words. (e.g. CMUDict) .But, the dictionary may be highly language 

dependant. 

The pronunciations can also be manually fine-tuned or adjusted to best suite the actual users 

instead of using the official pronunciations. 

3. Design the grammar  

Sphinx-3 supports only N-gram grammar. N-gram grammar represents the probability of 

occurrence of a word (or phoneme) given the previous (N-1) occurrence of the word (or 

phonemes).For example 

1-gram  (CALCULATOR) 

2-gram  (CALCULATOR | SPREADSHEET) 

3-gram (CALCULATOR | SPREADSHEET, MOVIE PLAYER) 

4. Creation of Acoustic Models (AM: State Graph) 

Speech is an acoustic signal hence the Sphinx system does not directly work with acoustic 

signals. The signals are first transformed into a sequence of feature vectors, which are used in 

place of the actual acoustic signals. For each training utterance, a sequence of 39-dimensional 

vectors (feature vectors) consisting of the Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) will 

be computed. MFCCs are currently known to result in the best recognition performance in 

HMM-based systems under most acoustic conditions. Sphinx HMM definitions are spread in 

five different files, namely,  

1. Mean 
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2. Variance 

3. Mixture weight 

4. Transition matrices 

5. Model definition (tri-state models).  

These files are used as input files to model GMM and GMM-HMM model are used to build 

acoustic model of CI,CD untied, CD tied .By executing different several script files using that 

use different iterative algorithms, the following acoustic models (HMMs) can be developed: 

 Context-Independent (CI) models for the sub-word units in the dictionary (CI_HMM) 

 Context-Dependent (CD) sub-word units (tri-phones) with untied states 

(CD_HMM_UNTIED).  

These are called CD-untied models and are necessary for building decision trees in order to tie 

states. 

 Build decision trees for each state of each sub-word unit (BUILD TREES) 

 Prune the decision trees and tie the states (PRUNE TREE) 

Train the final models, called as CD-tied models, for the tri-phones in the training corpus. The 

CD-tied models are trained in many stages, such as 1 Gaussian per state, 2 Gaussians per state, 

4 Gaussians per state and 8 Gaussians per state, to create trained HMMs 

(CD_HMM_TIED).The number of HMM parameters to be estimated increases as the number 

of Gaussians in the mixture increases. Therefore, increasing the value of GMM may result in 

less data being available to estimate the parameters of every Gaussian. However, increasing its 

value also results in finer models, which can lead to better recognition. It is also possible to 

overcome data insufficiency problems by sharing the Gaussian mixtures amongst many HMM 

states. When multiple HMM states share the same Gaussian mixture, they are said to be shared 

or tied. 

5. Speech recognition Decoding  

The decoder also consists of a set of programs, which have been compiled to provide a single 

executable that will perform the recognition task, given the right inputs.  

The inputs that need to be provided are:  

1 The trained acoustic models,  

2 Language model,  

3 Language dictionary,  
4 Filler dictionary, and  

5 The set of acoustic Signal 

The data to be recognized are commonly referred to as test data. 

MODULE II: Utilization of different speech codec 

The investigation using our experimental set up has been carried out assuming that speech can 

be transmitted using VoIP network. Hence, we evaluated the performance of our SEIVR system 

under the effect of NB and WB speech codec of GSM network. The following paragraphs 

discuss briefly about the usage of different NB, WB codecs of GSM network. 

Speech Codecs 

The aim of the speech coding is to compresses the speech signal to reduce the bandwidth and 

storage space, at the same time when reconstruction took place, it must reconstruct the signal 

which is very similar to original one. Table show the specification summary of the approved 

GSM speech codecs [7, 8, 9, 10] 
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Coding Standard Algorithm Sampling Frequency (kHz) Bit Rates (kbps) 

GSM -  FR RPE-LTP 8 13 

GSM -  EFR ACELP 8 12.2 

GSM - HR VSELP 8 5.6 

GSM - AMR (Multi Rate) MR-

ACELP  

8 4.75, 5.15, 5.90, 6.70, 7.40, 

7.95, 10.2, 12.2 

GSM – AMR-WB MRWB-ACELP  16 6.60, 8.85, 12.65, 14.25, 15.85, 

18.25, 19.85, 23.05, 23.85 

Table1: ETSI/3GPP approved narrowband and wideband Speech Codecs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure.6: Speech Recognition Setup for Narrowband Codecs 

TIMIT speech database is of 16000 sampling rate but we need speech database with 8000 

sampling rate to work with narrowband speech codecs. The original 16-kHz speech data is 

down sampled to 8-kHz first, then it is used for encoding and decoding process. Here we have 

worked with 16-kHz trained HMM models for that reason the decoded data is up sampled to 

16-kHz and then we measured the recognition accuracy with ASR system. 

Speech Recognition Setup for Wideband Codecs 

Wideband speech codec works with 16-kHz sampling rate, hence sampling conversion is not 

required. ASR systems require 16-kHz trained models for recognition, as shown in FigureIn 

case, wideband codecs, are tested with 8-kHz trained models then the encoded-decoded speech 

has to be down-sampled to 8-kHz before applying for recognition task. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure7: Recognition with 16-kHz trained models (HMM) 
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MODULE III: Speech Synthesis 

This module is responsible for performing the speech synthesis task. To implement this module, 

we have utilized ‘eSpeak’ tool which is an open source speech synthesizer to convert text to 

speech. 

3.2 IMPLEMENTATION 

This sub-section describes the complete details about the integration of all three design modules 

discussed in the previous sub-section using NSR based client–server model with socket 

programming.  

Client-Server Model 

In general, there are two types of network designs i.e. peer to peer and client-server. The client-

server model can be used when more number of users requires access to shared database 

applications. Every request generated by several client machines is addressed by the server in 

parallel through messages and processed based on the results in server. The framework in 

client-server model is flexible and efficient due to the requirement based connections rather 

than fixed connections. 

Socket programming: 

A socket is used to establish Inter process communication (IPC) i.e. to establish communication 

between two programs connected over a network. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure8: Client server Model 

 

In a client-server model, the client request is sent to the server and processed by a program on 

the server side which opens a socket via a port. The request can be made for sharing 

information or for resources. 
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 [4] ASR ENGINE IMPLEMENTATION 

Speech Recognition engine is implemented on client-server model over a network. To 

implement in client server model the software to be installed in server are   sphinxbase-0.7 

(basic utilities) and sphinx3 (recognition engine).  

At Client side:  Construct a Socket: The constructor establishes a TCP connection to the 

specified remote host and port.  

 A connected Socket contains an Input Stream and output stream  

 Close the connection using the close () method of Socket. 

At the client side, the input is recorded audio file or generated by mike, is send to the server. 

In two different ways we have established the connection. 

1) Using local host: No internet protocol (IP) address is required for this type of 

communication, only port number is required. At the place of IP just replace with local 

host. This will be done, when the both server and client are in the same computer. 

2) Using LAN: Internet protocol (IP) address is required for this type of communication, 

and also port number is required. At the place of IP just replace with 10.10.10.1. This 

will be done, when the both server and client are in the different computers and if they 

are connected with the LAN. 

At Server:    

Construct a Server Socket instance, specifying the local port. This socket listens for incoming 

connections to the specified port.  

 Call accept ( ) method of Server Socket to get the next incoming client connection. 

Upon establishment of a new client connection, instances of Socket for the new 

connection is created and returned by accept ( ).  

 Communicate with the client using the returned Socket's Input Stream and Output 

Stream. 

 Close the new client socket connection using the  

Close ( ) method of Socket. 

The Server receives the files from the Client. The files are speech files. Server stores that 

speech file into a folder. These stored speech file is given to ffmpeg tool. The ffmpeg is a 

cross platform solution to record, convert and stream audio and video. The ffmpeg reads the 

arbitrary number of inputs.  

ffmpeg.exe -i %1 -vn -ar 16000 -ab 128 -ac 1 -t 300 io_files\output.wav  

Any command written on the editor will treat as output. The output is saved into the folder. 

The output is stored as .wav file.  

sphinx_fe.exe –iio_files\output.wav -o io_files\output.mfc 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure9: ffmpeg tool 
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Sphinx_fe.exe, extracts the MFCC features from the input file. The input file is nothing but 

output of ffmpeg tool. Where -i is input file to Sphinx_fe and -o is output file to Sphinx_fe 

 

 

Figure10: Sphinx feature Extraction executable 

sphinx3_decode.exe –i parms.txt 

Params.txt file has the information about the paths of file to be converted and model 

parameters and model architecture and the converted file storage location. Sphinx3_decode is 

an executable which decodes the speech file according the information in params.txt. 

After running the above command, the .mfc files are decoded with respect to the Acoustic 

model and language model. The output of the decoder is speech files converted into. text file. 

 

 

Figure11: Sphinx3_decode executable 

 

Complete Project Implementation on Ubuntu platform 

Open new terminal----> Then set the path using following command 

 

mohanaryan@mohan:~/Documents/work_Hari/client_server_communication 

Then set the folder with contain all the files  

mohanaryan@mohan:~/Documents/work_Hari/client_server_communication$ cd testfolder 

 Example : My “testfolder “ conatin follwing files 

   

1. newclint.c (main Program -client) 

2. newclint.exe 

3. newserver.c (main Program - srver) 

4. newsever.exe 

5. newencode.txt (path ids for encoder) 

6. newdecode.txt (path ids for Decoder) 

7. asrdemo.csh 

8. sphinxbase.dll 
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9. pocketsphinx.dll 

10. sphinx_fe 

11. sphinx3_decode 

12. amrwbencoder.exe 

13. amrdecoder.exe 

14. sampl.COD (ouput at encoder --> this is the input to decoder) 

15. output.txt (ASR Sphinx out put file) 

16. SAI.WAV (file generated at decoder) 

mohanaryan@mohan:~/Documents/work_Hari/client_server_communication/testfolder$ gcc 

-o newserver newserver.c 

  The above command will convert C-file to exe file  

mohanaryan@mohan:~/Documents/work_Hari/client_server_communication/testfolder$ 

./newserver 

Then it will display the following command 

Listening…… 

 

Figure12: Screenshot of Output of server 

Open new terminal----> Then set the path using following command 

mohanaryan@mohan:~/Documents/work_Hari/client_server_communication 

Then set the folder with contain all the files  

mohanaryan@mohan:~/Documents/work_Hari/client_server_communication$ cd testfolder 

mohanaryan@mohan:~/Documents/work_Hari/client_server_communication/testfolder$ gcc 

-o newclient newclient.c 

  This command will convert C-file to  exe file 

mohanaryan@mohan:~/Documents/work_Hari/client_server_communication/testfolder$ 

./newclient 

Then it will display the following command 

 

Figure13: Screenshot Of Output At The Client 
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Text -to – speech (wav file ) conversions 

To implement this module, we have utilized ‘espeak’ tool which is an open source speech 

synthesizer to convert text to speech. [11]. 

for this input =output.text 

out put=mohan_test.wav,both will be in  client_server_communication folder 

espeak is  a software tool which will convert recognized asr out put file to speech (wav file) 

generally espeak performs tts operation at client side. 

We have to enter the following commands in terminal to perform the above mentioned task 

mohanaryan@mohan:~/documents/work_hari/client_server_communication$ espeak --stdout 

-f output.txt >mohan_test.wav 

Play the converted file  

to play that converted file we have to enter the following command  set the path and enter the 

command ...paplay< filename(mohan_test.wav)> 

mohanaryan@mohan:~/documents/work_hari/client_server_communication$ paplay 

mohan_test.wav 

[5] RESULT ANALYSIS 

Analysis for Narrowband codec 

The Error! Reference source not found. and Error! Reference source not found. show the 

ASR accuracy the 8-kHz un-coded trained HMMs. The observations made from the results are 

as follows: 

 

Coded  Data        

used in Testing 
CI CD-1gu CD-2gu CD-4gu 

CD-

8gu 

FR 84.467 88.26 91.54 92.766 93.266 

EFR 85.627 89.944 92.251 92.056 93.683 

HR 83.733 88.444 91.446 92.707 92.886 

AMR@12.2 85.579 90.572 93.464 94.318 94.401 

 

Table2: ASR Accuracy for GSM  codec with different bit-rates 
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Figure14: Graphic results of ASR Accuracy for GSM  codec with different bit-rates 

 ASR accuracy increases from CI models to CD-tied models as the number of Gaussians 

per state increases.  

 The ASR accuracy is high for the higher bit-rates of the codecs. 

 The ASR accuracy variation is very less for the 8-kHz HMMs. 

Analysis for Wideband codec 

Creation of Trained Models (HMM) for Wideband Codecs 

The speech files in the TIMIT database are originally sampled at 16 kHz. Generally, all the 

wideband speech codecs will also work at 16-kHz sampling rates. In this experiment, it is 

considered to create the models, during training phase, with 16-kHz sampled speech only for 

analysis purpose. 

The trained models (HMM) are created for the different configurations, such as Context 

Independent (CI), and Context Dependent (CD) tied tri-phone models with 1, 2, 4 and 8 

Gaussians per state. The different sets of HMMs are created with 16-kHz TIMIT speech files 

for un-coded and the coded (encoded and decoded) combinations.  

 

Codec @ kbps 
ASR Accuracy (%) 

 

WBAMR @ 6.6 98.05 

WBAMR @ 8.85 98.15 

WBAMR @ 12.65 98.15 

WBAMR @ 14.25 98.20 

WBAMR @ 15.85 98.20 

WBAMR @ 18.25 98.10 

WBAMR @ 19.85 97.95 

WBAMR @ 23.05 98.05 

WBAMR @ 23.85 98.10 

 

Table3: ASR Accuracy for AMR-WB codec with different bit-rates 
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Figure15: Graphic results of ASR Accuracy for AMR-WB codec with different bit-rates 

From the results in Error! Reference source not found.the following observations are made: 

For the wideband speech codecs:  

 ASR performance is varying between 97.8and 98.25 only for all the wideband speech 

codecs as shown in Error! Reference source not found.. 

 The variation in the ASR performance is very small for all the other wideband codecs 

WBAMR@6.6kbps shows as better ASR performance as the other wideband codecs 

operating at higher bit-rates (32kbps or high), even though the MOS value is much 

lower (2.961 only ) than the other codecs..  

 

Analysis for Narrowband codec with Artificial Bandwidth (ABWE) Technique 

 

Codec @ kbps 
ASR  

Accuracy (%) 

FR 93.266 

FR EB 97.866 

WBAMR @ 18.25 98.10 

EFR 93.683 

EFR EB 96.634 

WBAMR @ 19.85 97.95 

HR 92.886 

HR EB 94.886 

WBAMR @ 23.05 98.05 

AMR@12.2 94.401 

AMR@12.2 EB 94.401 

WBAMR @ 23.85 98.10 

 

Table4: ASR Accuracy of NB and WB codec with Artificial Bandwidth 

 

Figure16: Graphic results of ASR Accuracy for NB and WB codec with Artificial Bandwidth  

[6] CONCLUSION 
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In the light of the experimental results achieved, it can be concluded that the implementation of 

artificial bandwidth technique (ABWE) will drastically improve the recognition accuracy, 

which further results in enormous improvement in the performance of SEIVR systems 
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